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Summary: 
 

Proposed Wallan Basalt Quarry (WA 1473)  
1. This report has been prepared by Basil Natoli for consideration by the Beveridge North 

West Advisory Committee appointed to advise the Planning Minister in relation to 
Planning Permit Application PLP268/19 and VCAT Proceeding P1745/2020 for the 
proposed Wallan Basalt Quarry and also in relation to Amendment C158 to the Mitchell 
Planning Scheme. 

2. I have been instructed in a letter, dated 24th March 2022, from Best Hooper Lawyers who 
are acting for Conundrum Holdings Pty Ltd as follows 

“…On behalf of our client we seek to engage you to review the Permit 
Application and provide evidence in relation to the construction materials being 
extracted from the resource, having regard to the Australasian Code for 
Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (JORC 
Code), and specifically to address submissions being ventilated that the 
lifespan of this quarry ought be limited given the purported availability of 
resources in Victoria generally.    
 

 
3. Around the Melbourne area there are two types of basalt that have been quarried being 

the Newer Volcanics Basalts (NVB) and the Older Volcanics Basalts (OVB). In general 
terms the OVB are darker coloured and denser with NVB being lighter coloured and less 
dense due to vesicularity and porosity. The NVB can be prone to groundwater induced 
alteration effects which can limit the depth of high quality rock in these resources. The 
OVB resources can also be impacted by quality variations which can reduce the 
proportion of high quality resource.   

4. In the late 1970’s I was involved in drilling the Gilbo property, which adjoins the southern 
boundary of the proposed Wallan Basalt Quarry, for my then employer, Readymix. The 
core samples showed high quality NVB meeting all CRB/VicRoads source rock 
requirements down to a depth of at least 30m where the drilling was stopped. It was very 
unusual to encounter this thickness of high quality NVB. At that time Readymix had the 
Oaklands Junction granite-hornfels quarry application underway and viewed the Gilbo 
property as a potential backup in case Oaklands Junction wasn’t approved. It was 
approved in 1978 so no further work was done by Readymix then. 

5. Ron Kerr, the Managing Director of Conundrum Holdings, also worked for Readymix at 
that time and later became aware of this basalt resource. Ron initiated works with the 
landowner on the adjoining property in 2004 as a replacement for his Epping NVB quarry. 
Ron also commissioned further investigations on the Gilbo and Yarra Valley Water 
properties between 2005 and 2010 before settling on the current application area for the 
Wallan Basalt Quarry. At that time, it was understood that the Yarra Valley Water property 
was proposed to be used as a wastewater treatment facility which could have been a 
compatible buffer to the proposed quarry. 

6. Bell, Cochrane & Associates (now BCA Consulting) undertook the investigations into the 
basalt resources for Conundrum Holdings and the landowner. These investigations 
included geophysical surveys, percussion drilling, diamond core drilling and source rock 
testing on the proposed Wallan Basalt Quarry and adjoining properties between 2004 and 
2019. Testing of the drill core samples was undertaken at the NATA registered 
laboratories of Geotechnical Engineering and VicRoads (now Department of Transport). 

7. These investigations delineated a high quality NVB resource within the proposed quarry 
footprint. The basalt resources estimated were 12 million tonnes of high quality basalt 
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suitable for production of specified crushed rock and aggregates and a further 5 million 
tonnes suited to the commercial market. These estimates were classified as an indicated 
resource according to the Australasian Code for Reporting of Identified Mineral 
Resources and Ore Reserves prepared by the Joint Ore Reserves Committee of the 
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Australian Institute of Geoscientists and 
Minerals Council of Australia (JORC). 

8. In general terms a Resource is a deposit of potentially valuable material which has been 
identified by surface geological mapping, sampling, drilling and testing. A Reserve is a 
deposit of valuable material which has been assessed as economically viable to extract 
and process and which has all the necessary approvals in place to do so. These 
approvals would take into account environmental, social and governmental factors 
(“modifying factors”). These factors would include flora and fauna impacts, surface water 
and groundwater constraints, proximity to sensitive receptors (residences, roads, 
pipelines, transmission lines etc.) and sites of Aboriginal and recent Cultural Heritage 

9. An Inferred Resource is the least certain usually outlined by surface mapping without any 
drilling and should not be used for valuations or strategic planning. An Indicated 
Resource is where there is enough confidence in its quantity and quality through drilling 
and testing to determine the viability of its development and justify commencing the 
approvals application process. Once all approvals are in place then what is available to 
extract would be classed as a Probable Reserve. A Proved Reserve is where the shape 
and quality of the reserve has been comprehensively delineated by drilling and testing. 

10. As outlined there can be limitations on the high quality content of both NVB and OVB 
resources. This information has not been recorded by Department of Jobs Precincts and 
Resources (DJPR) and they have been quoting Inferred Resources in some recent public 
data. This is not helpful in strategic resource planning and could contribute to poor 
planning outcomes. VicRoads now Department of Transport (DOT) carry out routine 
sampling and assessments of most Victorian quarries and have an up to date knowledge 
of their resource qualities and availability. VicRoads geologists and the Geological Survey 
of Victoria division of DJPR used to collaborate regularly on quarry resources up to the 
1990’s but not since. 

11. DOT undertook testing of further drill core samples from the proposed Wallan Basalt 
Quarry in 2019. DOT senior geologist Graeme Newman, who was the Team Leader – 
Laboratory and Plant Audits, wrote to Mark Wagner on the 20th February 2020 in response 
and this letter is attached as Appendix 2. He wrote in part “……Once established, the 
quarry will provide a valuable strategic resource for the Northern Sector of 
Melbourne, particularly in an environment of diminishing quarry resources in the 
Melbourne Metropolitan area. …….”. 

12. Most of the quarries currently supplying to the Melbourne area have been producing for 
several decades and many would be nearing depletion in the next ten years. At a rough 
consumption rule of 10 tonnes of quarry product per head of population per year that 
would equate to 50 million tonnes per year with Melbourne approaching a population of 5 
million. Unless significant new resources are approved for extraction, Melbourne is likely 
to be facing supply issues. 

13. I have been involved in assessing quarry resources and gaining quarry approvals for over 
40 years and over that period have seen the time required for this process increase from 
around 2 years to in excess of 5 years and longer in an EES process. The number of 
regulatory hurdles to clear has also increased and the time and cost for these has 
increased dramatically, especially in the areas of native vegetation and Aboriginal 
Heritage. I have heard from industry sources that some of the major operators have 
decided not to invest in greenfields approvals in Victoria given the time, cost and risk in 
gaining approvals. 
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14. In relation to limiting the lifespan of the quarry, my opinion is that the quarry should 
continue until all the viable resource is depleted.  

15. In my opinion quarry resources are essential for maintenance and growth of our 
communities. They are non-renewable and need to be replaced when they are depleted. 
Future strategic quarry resources need to be identified and protected to ensure that these 
essential resources can continue being supplied with the least overall impact. 

16. Quarry resources need to be located close to development areas to minimize transport 
costs and the impact of truck traffic, which is the major impact from quarrying and affects 
all the communities along the transport routes. It seems to me that the communities’ best 
interests are served when there is genuine competitive supply from a number of quarries 
in a given marketplace. 
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Planning Permit Application PLP268/19 & VCAT Proceeding 
P1745/2020 re 175 Northern Highway, Wallan VIC 3756 

Amendment C158 to the Mitchell Planning Scheme 

 

 Expert Witness Report on Quarry Resources 
17. This report has been prepared by Basil Natoli for consideration by the Beveridge North 

West Advisory Committee appointed to advise the Planning Minister in relation to 
Planning Permit Application PLP268/19 and VCAT Proceeding P1745/2020 for the 
proposed Wallan Basalt Quarry and also in relation to Amendment C158 to the Mitchell 
Planning Scheme. 

18. My full name is Basil Anthony Natoli and my address is Unit 29, 41 Norcal Road 
Nunawading, VIC 3131. 

19. I am a geologist with a Diploma in Geology from RMIT in 1971 and I am a member of the 
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and a Fellow of the Institute of Quarrying 
Australia. I have been working in the area of construction material resource investigations, 
assessment and development planning since 1969. My CV is attached as Appendix 1. 

20. My areas of expertise are in quarry resource investigations and assessments and in 
quarry development planning. Since 1970 to the present I have been involved in resource 
investigations and development planning of 19 nearby former and current quarry sites 
(Epping to Seymour) as well as many sites that did not progress to quarry development. 

21. I have been instructed in a letter, dated 24th March 2022, from Best Hooper Lawyers who 
are acting for Conundrum Holdings Pty Ltd as follows:- 

“…On behalf of our client we seek to engage you to review the Permit Application and 
provide evidence in relation to the construction materials being extracted from the 
resource, having regard to the Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, 
Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (JORC Code), and specifically to address 
submissions being ventilated that the lifespan of this quarry ought be limited given the 
purported availability of resources in Victoria generally.    
 

22. In responding to these instructions I have relied upon the following documents :- 

 WA1473 Statutorily Endorsed Work Plan 2015; 

 WA1473 Tracked Changes Work Plan and Figures 2019; 

 BCA Consulting WA1473 2019 Drilling Update; 

 Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore 
Reserves – JORC Code. 

23. From 1972 to 1983 I was employed by The Readymix Group (later BMG Resources) and 
was in charge of a quarry resource investigation and testing facility initially located in the 
Alpha Quarry at Epping and later at the Bundoora Quarry. This facility was established in 
response to a new source rock specification imposed by the Country Roads Board (CRB) 
which effectively downgraded half of the reserves at Readymix’s newly opened basalt 
quarry at South Morang.  The facility undertook quarry source rock drilling and sampling 
investigations on the Company’s existing and proposed quarry sites and testing of 
samples in a NATA registered laboratory. The laboratory was set up to carry out the 
CRB/VicRoads specified source rock tests as well as quarry product tests and crushing 
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plant design tests. The laboratory also undertook testing of samples from Readymix’s 
interstate and overseas divisions. 

24. The CRB source rock specification change in the late 1960’s severely limited the basalt 
resources in a number of other existing basalt quarries around Melbourne. In response to 
this the CRB in conjunction with CSIRO Building Research Division, Australian Road 
Research Board, Melbourne & Metropolitan Board of Works and the three major quarry 
operators (Boral, Pioneer & Readymix) embarked on a number of research programs to 
better understand the long-term durability of altered basalt quarry sources. I was involved 
on Readymix’s behalf in these programs and in peer reviewing some of the scientific 
papers later produced. 

25. Around the Melbourne area there are two types of basalt that have been quarried being 
the Newer Volcanics Basalts (NVB) and the Older Volcanics Basalt (OVB). In general 
terms the OVB are darker coloured and denser with NVB being lighter coloured and less 
dense due to vesicularity and porosity.  

26. The NVB are mostly found to the north and west of Melbourne. They can occur as single 
flows or interlayered flows from a few metres thick to tens of metres thick. They infill 
valleys and prior drainage courses and displace the original surface water systems. These 
drainage systems eventually re-establish along with a new groundwater regime within the 
basalt flows. Quarries currently producing locally from these basalts are Hanson Wollert 
and Conundrum at Epping. There are numerous former NVB quarries located at South 
Morang, Bundoora, Epping and Woodstock most of which have since been filled.  

27. The NVB are generally slightly porous to vesicular in texture which along with the regular 
columnar jointing allows the basalt to become quite saturated below the re-established 
groundwater table. This situation can lead to rapid alteration of the primary olivine 
minerals and volcanic glass as the basalt cools. The alteration products are mostly 
montmorillonite type clays which occupy a greater volume than the minerals they replace. 
These clays then infill the pore spaces and vesicles in the basalt giving it a much denser 
and solid appearance.  

28. Unfortunately these clays are expansive when exposed and wetted which can lead to a 
breakdown of the crushed basalt particles. This is what the CRB experienced in major 
road construction projects in the late 1960’s and brought in specifications to exclude these 
altered basalts from their high quality products. This alteration effect in the NVB generally 
limits the depth of basalt suitable for high quality products to a depth of less than 15m 
from the surface. NVB below that depth is often only suited to the commercial market 
which includes non specified crushed rock and aggregates used in factories, car parks 
minor roads, drainage and domestic construction. I am not sure as to the proportion of 
sales to this sector but it would be significant as some quarries with limited high quality 
resource would supply almost exclusively to this market. 

29. The OVB are mostly found to the north and east of Melbourne and are currently quarried 
at Kilmore East by Hanson and Pakenham by Holcim. Former nearby OVB quarries were 
located at Tullamarine, Bulla, Bundoora and Greensborough. The Organ Pipes National 
Park at Tullamarine is a good example of the fine columnar structure often seen in the 
OVB quarries. The OVB often occurs in quite deep single flows up to 80m thick. Their 
dense texture makes them less prone to the type of alteration found in the NVB but they 
can have other serious quality issues which can lead to a rapid breakdown of aggregate 
particles.  

30. The OVB resources can contain random areas of micro fractured basalt with fracture 
spacings of only a few millimetres.  The fractures are often cemented with a zeolite 
mineral which is weakened when exposed to the atmosphere resulting in the aggregate 
pieces breaking down within a few months to grit sized particles. I have observed this with 
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road surfacing aggregates supplied from both Kilmore East and Pakenham quarries. I 
have been involved in projects in NSW and QLD where similar basalts have been used in 
rail ballast and power station construction with very expensive consequences. 

31. The Wallan Broadford section of the Hume Freeway was opened in the mid 1970’s and 
the pavement which was largely constructed with basalt from the Kilmore East OVB 
quarry failed within a few months. Early repairs undertaken were supplied from the 
Pioneer Bulla OVB quarry and these also failed. After several enquiries and engaging a 
British road construction expert, a final repair plan was commissioned. This involved 
covering the failed sections of the freeway with a thick layer of asphalt. Boral supplied 
150,000 tonnes using their Wollert hornfels quarry and Readymix supplied 150,000 
tonnes sourced from their South Morang and Werribee NVB quarries. I was responsible 
for quality control of Readymix’s quarry products at that time and it was the most 
rigorously inspected and tested project that I have been involved in. 

32. In the late 1970’s I was involved in drilling the Gilbo property at Wallan for Readymix. The 
core samples showed high quality NVB meeting all CRB/VicRoads source rock 
requirements down to a depth of at least 30m where the drilling was stopped. It was very 
unusual to encounter this thickness of high quality NVB. At that time Readymix had the 
Oaklands Junction granite-hornfels quarry application underway and viewed the Gilbo 
property as a potential backup in case Oaklands Junction wasn’t approved. It was 
approved in 1978 so no further work was done by Readymix then. 

33. Ron Kerr, the Managing Director of Conundrum Holdings, also worked for Readymix at 
that time and later became aware of this basalt resource. Ron initiated works with the 
landowner on the adjoining property in 2004 as a replacement for his Epping NVB quarry. 
Ron also commissioned further investigations on the Gilbo and Yarra Valley Water 
properties between 2005 and 2010 before settling on the current application area for the 
North Central Quarry. At that time, it was understood that the Yarra Valley Water property 
was proposed to be used as a wastewater treatment facility which could have been a 
compatible buffer to the proposed quarry. 

34. Bell, Cochrane & Associates (now BCA Consulting) undertook the investigations into the 
basalt resources for Conundrum Holdings and the landowner. These investigations 
included geophysical surveys, percussion drilling, diamond core drilling and source rock 
testing on the proposed Wallan Basalt Quarry and adjoining properties between 2004 and 
2019. Testing of the drill core samples was undertaken at the NATA registered 
laboratories of Geotechnical Engineering and VicRoads (now Department of Transport). 

35. These investigations delineated a high quality NVB resource within the proposed quarry 
footprint. The basalt resources estimated were 12 million tonnes of high quality basalt 
suitable for production of specified crushed rock and aggregates and a further 5 million 
tonnes suited to the commercial market. These estimates were classified as an indicated 
resource according to the Australasian Code for Reporting of Identified Mineral 
Resources and Ore Reserves prepared by the Joint Ore Reserves Committee of the 
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Australian Institute of Geoscientists and 
Minerals Council of Australia (JORC). 

36. This Code is commonly referenced as the JORC Code and was developed to standardize 
public reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources or Ore Reserves for the 
purpose of informing investors or potential investors and their advisors. The JORC Code 
is mandatory for public reporting by listed exploration and mining companies. It specifies 
the terminology to be used and the qualification and experience requirements for the 
person/s designated as the Competent Person who sign the reports. The diagram below 
is taken from the JORC Code and outlines the relationships between the terminology 
used.  
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37. In general terms a Resource is a deposit of potentially valuable material which has been 
identified by surface geological mapping, sampling, drilling and testing. A Reserve is a 
deposit of valuable material which has been assessed as economically viable to extract 
and process and which has all the necessary approvals in place to do so. These 
approvals would take into account environmental, social and governmental factors 
(“modifying factors”). These factors would include flora and fauna impacts, surface water 
and groundwater constraints, proximity to sensitive receptors (residences, roads, 
pipelines, transmission lines etc.) and sites of Aboriginal and recent Cultural Heritage. 

38. An Inferred Resource is the least certain usually outlined by surface mapping without any 
drilling and should not be used for valuations or strategic planning. An Indicated 
Resource is where there is enough confidence in its quantity and quality through drilling 
and testing to determine the viability of its development and justify commencing the 
approvals application process. Once all approvals are in place then what is available to 
extract would be classed as a Probable Reserve. A Proved Reserve is where the shape 
and quality of the reserve has been comprehensively delineated by drilling and testing. 

39. As outlined previously there can be limitations on the high quality content of both NVB and 
OVB resources. This information has not been recorded by Department of Jobs Precincts 
and Resources (DJPR) and they have been quoting Inferred Resources in some recent 
publicity data. This is not helpful in strategic resource planning and could contribute to 
poor planning outcomes. VicRoads now Department of Transport (DOT) carry out routine 
sampling and assessments of most Victorian quarries and have an up to date knowledge 
of their resource qualities and availability. VicRoads geologists and the Geological Survey 
of Victoria division of DJPR used to collaborate regularly on quarry resources up to the 
1990’s but not since. 

40. Conundrum Holdings enquired to DOT about gaining accreditation of the quarry source 
rock within WA1473 after DOT undertook testing of further drill core samples in 2019. 
DOT senior geologist Graeme Newman, who was the Team Leader – Laboratory and 
Plant Audits, wrote to Mark Wagner on the 20th February 2020 in response and this letter 
is attached as Appendix 2. He wrote in part “……Once established, the quarry will 
provide a valuable strategic resource for the Northern Sector of Melbourne, 
particularly in an environment of diminishing quarry resources in the Melbourne 
Metropolitan area. …….”. 

41. Most of the quarries currently supplying to the Melbourne area have been producing for 
several decades and many would be nearing depletion in the next ten years. At an 
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assumed consumption rate of 10 tonnes of quarry product per head of population per year 
that would equate to 50 million tonnes per year with Melbourne approaching a population 
of 5 million. Unless significant new resources are approved for extraction, Melbourne is 
likely to be facing supply issues. 

42. I have been involved in assessing quarry resources and gaining quarry approvals for over 
40 years and over that period have seen the time required for this process increase from 
around 2 years to in excess of 5 years and longer in an EES process. The number of 
regulatory hurdles to clear has also increased and the time and cost for these has 
increased dramatically, especially in the areas of native vegetation and Aboriginal 
Heritage. I have heard from industry sources that some of the major operators have 
decided not to invest in greenfields approvals in Victoria given the time, cost and risk in 
gaining approvals. 

43. In relation to limiting the lifespan of the quarry, my opinion is that the quarry should 
continue until all the viable resource is depleted. I am only aware of one instance where a 
quarry was required to close at a set date and that was the Ferntree Gully quarry. In that 
case housing and other infrastructure had been allowed to develop along the quarry 
boundary. 

44. In my opinion quarry resources are essential for maintenance and growth of our 
communities. They are non-renewable and need to be replaced when they are depleted. 
Future strategic quarry resources need to be identified and protected to ensure that these 
essential resources can continue being supplied with the least overall impact. 

45. Quarry resources need to be located close to development areas to minimize transport 
costs and the impact of truck traffic, which is the major impact from quarrying and affects 
all the communities along the transport routes. It seems to me that the communities’ best 
interests are served when there is genuine competitive supply from a number of quarries 
in a given marketplace. 

46. Quarry activities are temporary but need to be buffered from incompatible land uses while 
they are active. Rehabilitated quarries have and can continue to provide valuable open 
space within the urban environment and can also be developed for housing and other 
commercial activities. 

 

I declare that I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and 
no matters of significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been 
withheld from the Committee. 

 
 

 
Basil Natoli 
BCA Consulting 
Earth Resources 
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Curriculum Vitae – Basil Natoli  

 
Basil Natoli has been working in the construction materials and extractive industries area since 

1969 when he commenced with the Country Roads Board as a vacation student. In 1970 he joined 

geological consultants E. A. Webb and Associates and worked as a geological assistant until 1971, 

when he completed his studies and worked as a geologist mostly in the area of extractive resource 

and materials assessment.  

In 1972 he joined the Readymix Group (Vic.) which became BMG Resources following a demerger 

of its parent companies in 1981. From 1972 until 1983 he was the NATA signatory and Authorised 

Representative for a Quality Control and research laboratory initially based at the Alpha quarry in 

Epping and then based at the Bundoora South quarry.  

Basil was involved in numerous quarry and sand pit resource assessments for the Company’s 

operations within Victoria and provided specialist advice on many other sites within Australia and 

overseas. During his time at Readymix he was a member of a Standards Association of Australia 

sub-committee involved in preparing Australian Standard test methods and specifications for 

quarry products. 

For several years he was also responsible for quality control and development planning of all the 

Readymix Victorian extractive sites which included 13 quarries and three sand pits. 

In 1981 his responsibilities extended to quarries at Montacute and Noarlunga near Adelaide and at 

Launceston and Hobart in Tasmania. He was also directly involved in resource assessment, 

development planning and the gaining of approvals for many extractive sites including the current 

Holcim Oaklands Junction quarry. 

In 1983 he founded Sand & Stone Services Pty. Ltd. a consultancy specialising in resource 

assessment and development planning for the quarrying and sand extraction industries. In 1984 

the extractive industry section of the consulting practice Bell, Cochrane & Associates was acquired 

and this became the principal practice until it was renamed BCA Consulting Earth Resources in 

2017. Basil was also been an assessor in the field of Mechanical testing with the National 

Association of Testing Authorities (NATA). 

The consulting practice has an extensive range of clients including all the major public quarrying 

companies, numerous private quarrying companies, construction companies, government 

organisations and agencies, local government shires, financial institutions and individuals. 
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Recent projects include :- 

 Karkarook Park Heatherton – investigation of sand resources and development planning 

for a sand extraction operation for Readymix. 

 Phillipines – selection and evaluation of sand and aggregate sources and establishment 

of raw material quality control systems for construction of an offshore concrete gravity 

structure built at Subic Bay. 

 Alice Springs – Darwin Railway – investigation, assessment and development planning 

of a basalt quarry at Katherine for supply of ballast and sleeper aggregate materials for the 

northern portion of the project. 

 Pakenham Quarry Environmental Effects Statement – Resource investigation and 

development planning for the extension to Readymix’s basalt quarry. 

 Point Wilson Quarry Environmental Effects Statement - Resource investigation and 

development planning for the extension to Barro Group’s basalt quarry. 

 Marulan, NSW - Resource investigation and development planning for a major new 

quarry to supply the Sydney region for Readymix. 

 Saudi Arabia North-South Rail Project – Selection and assessment of ballast and 

sleeper aggregate materials for approx. 900km of rail construction. 
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Qualifications and Experience 
 
Educational  Diploma in Geology, Royal Melbourne Institute  
Qualifications of Technology 1971. 
 
Professional Member of Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy,  
and Industry Fellow of The Institute of Quarrying, member of the  
Associations  Construction Materials Processors Association 
 
Professional 
Experience 
 
1984-Present Principal consultant BCA Consulting Earth Resources 

(formerly Bell, Cochrane & Associates Extractive Industries) 
 
 Engaged in extractive resource assessment and quarry 

development planning. Preparation of development applications 
for extractive resources. 

 
1983-1984  Principal consultant Sand and Stone Services Pty. Ltd. 
 
    Same activities as above. 
 
1972-1983  The Readymix Group (re-named BMG Resources in 1981) 
 
 Raw Materials Reserves manager responsible for procuring, 

assessing, planning and obtaining consents for development of 
extractive resources in Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania. 
(1981-1983) 

 

 Raw Materials Quality Control manager responsible for 
providing quality control advice and monitoring of extractive 
sites in Victoria with total production of approximately 3.5 million 
tonnes per year. (1978 to 1981) 

 
 Geologist, manager and NATA signatory of Alpha 
Geomechanics Laboratory. Responsible for assessment and 
planning of extractive resources and materials within Victoria 
and providing specialist advice on materials and resource 
evaluation to interstate and overseas divisions of the company. 
Monitoring of environmental effects of extractive sites. (1972-
1983) 
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1971-1972  E.A. Webb & Associates Pty. Ltd. consulting geologists. 
 
 Junior geologist involved in assessment of mineral and 

extractive resources and materials. 
 
Pre-Professional 

Experience 

 
1970-1971  E.A. Webb & Associates Pty. Ltd. consulting geologists. 
 Geological assistant involved in materials and resource 

assessment. 
 
1969-1970   Country Roads Board, Victoria 
 Vacation student assisting in testing and evaluation of road 

construction materials. 
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Pavement Geotech and Materials 
Level 1, 12 Lakeside Drive 
Burwood East, Victoria, 3151  
www.transport.vic.gov.au 
DX 211331 

Ref: Accreditation (WA1473 Wallan Quarry)                                                                          20th February 2020 

 

Marketing/Quality Assurance Manager 

Conundrum Holdings Pty Ltd 

P.O. Box 100, 

Kilmore, Victoria.  3764 

 

 

Dear Mr Wagner,      

 

RE: ACCREDITATION OF WA1473 WALLAN QUARRY 

In response to your query with regard to “accreditation” of the quarry source (basalt) within 

your proposed “Work Authority (WA 1473)”; the Department of Transport (DoT) is pleased 

to provide the following information with respect to government funded roadworks. 

The currently available geological, bore and laboratory testing information, indicates that, 

the (WA 1473) quarry source would be classified as “Basic Igneous” (Newer Basalt) in 

accordance with DoT Code of Practice 500.00. 

The Los Angeles Value and other source rock testing undertaken by the DoT laboratory on 

your behalf shows that the Newer Basalt source is likely to have a Los Angeles Value 

ranging from 17 - 24 depending on the vesicularity and the rock weathering.   

Accordingly, the source rock classified as “sound” in accordance with DoT Standard Section 

801 is likely be suitable for the manufacture of a wide range of premium aggregate and 

crushed rock products including the following. 

Class 1, Class 2, Class 3 and Class 4 Crushed Rock 

Aggregates for General & Structural Concrete (Where Water Absorption <2.5%) 

Asphalt and Sealing Aggregates (Polished Stone Value = 56) 

Aggregates for Granular Filters & Subsurface Drainage 

Rip Rap, Beaching & Gabion applications. 

As you are no doubt aware, an inspection/sampling of the quarry source (during early 

stages of development) would be required for DoT accreditation and to establish a suitable 

reference specimen set.   

If you can let DoT know when this stage is reached, an inspection date will be scheduled. 
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Once established, the quarry will provide a valuable strategic resource for the Northern 

Sector of Melbourne, particularly in an environment of diminishing quarry resources in the 

Melbourne metropolitan area. 

If you need any further information or to discuss any aspect of the testing, please contact 

myself, contact details are provided below. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Graeme Newman    

Team Leader – Laboratory and Plant Audits   

Pavement Geotechnical and Materials  

Department of Transport    

T: 03 9881 8959 | M: 0407 102 549    

graeme.newman@roads.vic.gov.au     

 

VicRoads is now part of the Department of Transport                            
 

 


